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A B S T R A C T

Comprehensive spectroscopic study of CdKr van der Waals complex in its Rydberg electronic energy state
+E s s S(5 6 )3
1

3
1 , using OODR process from the ground +X s S(5 )1

0
2 1

0 state via the intermediate +A s p P0 (5 5 )3 3
1 or

B s p P1(5 5 )3 3
1 states, is presented. Detection of the + +E A, 0 ,3

1
3 and +E B, 1,3

1
3 transition fre-

quencies with higher accuracy and spectrally narrower laser extends previous analyses and simulations of laser
induced fluorescence (LIF) excitation spectra. Potential energy curve of the +E3

1 state exhibits double-well
structure with inner (deeper) +E in

3
1 and outer (shallower) +E out

3
1 wells. More reliable characterization of both

wells using inversed perturbation approach (IPA) methodology is achieved.

1. Introduction

Laser spectroscopic studies of lower-lying Rydberg electronic energy
states of 12-group metal (M=Zn,Cd,Hg) and rare gas (Rg=Ne,Ar,Kr)
diatomic van der Waals (vdW) complexes MRg in supersonic beams
have been conducted employing one of the two techniques:

1) optical-optical double resonance (OODR) process, where the
Rydberg state is reached from the ground state using two con-
secutive laser pulses via an intermediate state,
2) vaporization-optical (VO) excitation utilizing a vaporization laser
pulse in the first step of the excitation that produces a number of
atoms in long-lived metastable intermediate electronic states.

The OODR process has been employed in the investigation of the
+E3 =sns S n(6 , 7 10)3

1 [1,2] and =+ sns S n(6 , 7 9)1 1
0 [3] states in

HgNe, and the +E3 s s S(6 7 )3
1 [4] and +E s s S(6 8 )3 3

1 states in HgAr [2], as
well as the +E s s S(5 6 )3

1
3

1 state in CdNe [5], CdAr e.g., [6] and CdKr e.g.,
[7]. The VO excitation has been applied in studies of the +e s s S(5 6 )3 3

1
state in CdAr [8] and +E s s S(4 5 )3 3

1 state in ZnAr [9]. (In the above
paragraph, original notation of electronic states from the original arti-
cles was maintained).
The lower-lying Rydberg state +E3

1 in CdKr has been spectro-
scopically investigated three times using supersonic expansion beam
combined with OODR process starting from the ground state

+X s S(5 )1
0

2 1
0 [7,10,11]. In those studies, two intermediate energy

states, +A s p P0 (5 5 )3 3
1 and B s p P1(5 5 )3 3

1 , have been used to independently

excite a ladder of energy levels in the inner, deeper (denoted here as
+E in

3
1 ) or outer, shallower ( +E out

3
1 ) well of the +E3

1 – state potential.
In general, using OODR process it is possible to reach electronic

states, which are difficult to excite using one photon excitation due to
problems with finding appropriate tunable source of radiation. For
example, the energy of direct excitation of CdKr from the ground

=+X ( 0)1
0 to the +E out

3
1 well is about 51600 cm−1 that corresponds

to 194 nm. Applying OODR process, one can reach in the +E out
3

1
using two tunable lasers, 325 nm and 480 nm, for the first-step

+B X13 1
0 and second-step +E B 1out

3
1

3 excitations, respectively.
Moreover, using second available intermediate state, i.e. the +A 03 cor-
relating with the same atomic asymptote, it is possible to explore dif-
ferent parts of the +E3

1 – state potential (namely the +E in
3

1 ) which,
again, is impossible using the + +E X3

1
1

0 direct excitation.
The B 13 state was used as the intermediate only once [7] enabling

excitation with moderate spectral resolution from = 1 in the B 13 state
to ( from 0 to 6) accommodated in the +E out

3
1 well. From that

study, characterization of the +E out
3

1 was deduced using Birge-Sponer
(B-S) plot analysis. Characterization of the +E in

3
1 well in [7] was based

on detection of (from 0 to 27) excited via = 9 in the +A 03 and = 1
in the B 13 intermediate states. Characterization of the +E in

3
1 was per-

formed using B-S plot and LeRoy-Bernstein (LRB) method. Comparison
with ab initio calculated +E3

1 – state potential [12] was presented
confirming an existence of the above-dissociation-energy potential
barrier separating the inner and outer potential wells.
It is necessary to emphasize that in the present study the excitation

laser fundamental frequency was monitored and controlled with more
reliable accuracy than in [7] (i.e.±0.01 cm−1 vs.±0.1 cm−1). Here, the
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laser frequency and laser spectral bandwidth were continuously mon-
itored using a wavemeter WSU30 (High Finesse), while in [7] the laser
frequency was determined from a calibration curve obtained using
grating monochromator.
Next two experiments that were devoted to investigation of the
+E3
1 Rydberg state in CdKr [10,11] demonstrated an analysis with

higher spectral resolution of only one vibrational band, i.e.( , ) =
(21,9), in the + +E A 0 ,in

3
1

3 transition [10], as well as experi-
mental method of selection of molecular isotopologues using OODR
process in the = = =+ + +E A X, 0, 3, 18 0 , 9 , 0in

3
1

3 1
0 tran-

sition [11]. From those studies, a possibility of rotational character-
ization of few in the +E in

3
1 potential well was demonstrated by in-

creasing a spectral resolution in the excitation. Then, more complex and
thorough investigation of both +E3

1 – state potential wells was postu-
lated to be undertaken in the future studies.
In the present work we analyze excitation of the Rydberg +E3

1 state
with higher spectral resolution via the intermediate = 0, 1, 4, 6 levels
of the B 13 state to in the range from 0 to 17 in the +E out

3
1 and from 22

to 28 in the +E in
3

1 . Moreover, we present excitation via = 9 of the
+A 03 state to (from = 0 to 22) in the +E in

3
1 .

As far as excitation via the B 13 intermediate state is concerned, in
present analysis OODR process via = 6 is taken into consideration to
determine the +E out

3
1 well using inverse perturbation approach (IPA)

methodology. The choice of is related with the double-well structure
of the B 13 -state potential [13], with = 6 located above the potential
barrier, = 4 in its vicinity, and = 1 and = 0 below it (compare
Fig. 1). It should be noted, that of the B 13 state were chosen as the

=+B X1, , 03 1
0 vibrational transitions have strong intensities

and are well separated from their neighbours, e.g. OODR excitations
via = 2 and = 5 were omitted due to small intensities of the

= =2 0 and = =5 0 transitions. As compared with
previous study [7], in present analysis over twice more vibrational
transitions were taken into consideration (i.e., 18 vs. 7).
Along with excitation of in the +E out

3
1 , OODR process via the B 13

state led also to excitation of higher-lying in the +E in
3

1 which com-
plemented its characterization. However, the characterization was
performed mainly using excitation via = 9 in the +A 03 state (see

Fig. 1) being one of the strongest vibrational component in the
+ +A X03 1

0 transition [14].
It has become obvious that results obtained in this study using

OODR process to excite the +E3
1 Rydberg state in CdKr via different

intermediate states should be compared with the previous character-
ization [7], expecting an improved description of the whole analyzed
electronic state potential.

2. Experimental procedure

The experimental set-up is analogous to that employed in studies of
CdAr and CdKr using OODR process and previously reported from our
laboratory [11,15]. Here, we limited the description to necessary de-
tails. The CdKr molecules were produced using a high-temperature,
high-pressure pulsed source of the supersonic beam. The source was
filled with cadmium pellets (purity 99.95%, natural abundance). High
purity krypton (99.999%) was applied to the source as a carrier gas at a
pressure of 3–5 bar. Operation of the source was synchronized with two
pulsed laser systems used in OODR process using a digital delay gen-
erator. The first laser pulse was used to excite CdKr from = 0 in the

+X1
0 to = 0, 1, 4 or 6 in the B 13 or = 9 in the +A 03 intermediate

state. The second laser pulse excited CdKr to the +E3
1 – state (see

Fig. 1).
The excitation to the intermediate state was realized with a fre-

quency-doubled dye laser (TDL90, Quantel, with a dye mixture of LDS
and DCM in methanol) which was pumped by 2nd harmonic of Nd:YAG
laser (YG981C, Quantel). To excite molecules from the intermediate to
the +E3

1 state, another dye laser (TDL90, Quantel with Coumarin 102
in methanol) pumped by a 3rd harmonic of Nd:YAG laser (Powerlite
7010, Continuum) was used. The output of the second dye laser was
tuned using 0.16–0.40 cm−1 steps (depending on the range of the ob-
served spectrum). Linewidths of the fundamental frequency of both dye
lasers were estimated using a wavemeter to be about 0.1 cm−1.
The two laser beams were directed into a vacuum chamber where

they intersected the molecular beam at a distance of 18mm from the
source nozzle (0.2mm orifice diameter). During the experiment, LIF
signal from the B 1,3 =+X , 01

0 or +A 0 ,3 =+X , 01
0 tran-

sitions was monitored using first photomultiplier tube (PMT) whereas
LIF signal related to the +E B, 1,3

1
3 or + +E A, 0 ,3

1
3

transitions was recorded using second PMT. The two PMTs were or-
iented at 45- and 90-degree angles to the direction of laser beams and at
90-degree angle to the molecular beam. The second PMT was screened
using an UV-absorbing filter to eliminate an influence of intense
fluorescence occurring due to the first-step excitation. The signals from
PMT, registered using a digital osciloscope, were integrated with 1 µs
time-gating window, which starts 500 ns after the second laser pulse.
Duration of the time-gating window was comparable to the duration of
the fluorescence emitted by CdKr molecules excited to the +E3

1 state.
Details of the procedure related to the detection, integration and ac-
cumulation of the LIF signal can be found in [16].

3. Spectroscopic characteristics of the ground +X1
0 and

intermediate B 13 and +A 03 states

Interatomic potentials of the ground +X1
0 and intermediate B 13 and

+A 03 states have been determined experimentally by Koperski et al.
[13,14] from LIF excitation spectra of the =+B X1, , 03 1

0 and
=+ +A X0 , , 03 1

0 transitions. The double-well structure of the
B 13 – state potential, which was anticipated as a result of ab initio cal-
culations [12,17], has been confirmed via simulations of the experi-
mental spectrum [13].

4. The +E B 1in
3

1
3 transition

In this part of the analysis we focused our attention at vibrational
levels located near the dissociation limit of the inner well of the +E3

1 –

Fig. 1. Interatomic potentials of CdKr used in OODR experiment. Morse re-
presentation of the ground +X1

0 state [13], pointwise [13] and Morse [14]
representations of the intermediate B 13 and +A 03 states, respectively, and ab
initio potential of the +E3

1 final state of this work (compare blue trace in Fig. 7)
are depicted. Vertical arrows show first-step excitation to the B 13 and +A 03

states, and second-step excitation to the inner and outer wells of the +E3
1 state.

Selected vibrational levels involved in OODR process are shown.
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state potential. In this case, transitions originated from
= = =0, 1, 4 and = 6 of the B 13 intermediate state were

observed. The analysis of the +E in
3

1 was mainly based on the progres-
sion originated from = 1 (for which we observed 8 vibrational
components for from 21 to 28). Other progressions (from

= =0, 4 and = 6) were used for testing and – what is more
important – to determine the highest that can be reached in the ex-
citation from the B 13 state. In all four recorded progressions, the

= 28 transitions were those observed to the highest . In inset

of Fig. 2 we present B-S plot for the +E B 1in
3

1
3 transition for the

progression originated from = 1. B-S plot is linear for + 1 in the
22–27 range. The last point in the plot ( + =1 28, empty circle) lies
below the linear trend (solid line) that is present for the remaining
points (full circles). Fig. 2 shows result of so-called agreement-plot
analysis which points out at these combinations of e and xe e vibra-
tional constants of the +E in

3
1 that provide simulation of energies of the

analysed vibrational transitions ( from 21 up to 27) which are close to
those recorded in the experiment (the agreement-plot analysis is an
extension of B-S plot analysis; details can be found in [16]).
In Table 1 we collected parameters of the +E in

3
1 potential well

obtained in this work and compared them with results of earlier studies
[7,10,11]. It is evident that the current analysis of vibrational compo-
nents with high provides significantly higher value of e than that
deduced from analysis conducted for situated near the bottom of the

Fig. 2. The agreement plot obtained for the =+E , 21 27in
3

1 =B 1, 13

transition in CdKr. Combinations of e and xe e vibrational constants, which
provide simulations with separations between levels in the +E in

3
1 that are

close to these recorded in the experimental spectrum, are depicted by high
values of correlation parameter C. Inset presents B-S plot for the same transi-
tions. Black cross in the agreement plot shows ( x,e e e ) pair obtained using
linear fit (black solid line) to B-S plot for + 1 in the 22–27 range (black full
circles, errors smaller than data points). The last point, for + =1 28 (black
empty circle), departs from a distinct linear behaviour.

Table 1
Characteristics of the inner potential well of the +E s s S(5 6 )3

1
3

1
state in CdKr. All parameters are expressed in cm−1 except Re and
that are in Å and Å−1, respectively.

Parameter Value

e ±107.36 1.98a

±91.0 1.0b

±90.97 1.00c

±91.1 0.5d

xe e ±1.626 0.081a

±1.25 0.01b

±1.374 0.030c

±1.42 0.04d

Re ±2.99 0.05bc

De ±1772 20a

±1461.1 9.0d

±2.158 0.028a
2.0174d

Morse potential asymptote 51449a

51321.8d

a This work ( e and xe e based on the result of B-S plot for
+ 1 in the 22–27 range), valid near the dissociation limit – the

S63
1 atomic asymptote
b Ref. [7], valid near the bottom of potential well.
c Ref. [10], valid near the bottom of potential well.
d Ref. [11], valid near the bottom of potential well.

Fig. 3. (a) and (c) Experimental LIF excitation spectra of CdKr recorded using
the =+ +E A 0 , 9in

3
1

3 and =+E B 1, 1out
3

1
3 transitions, respectively.

Due to the fact that the measurements presented in (a) were performed under
different experimental conditions (e.g., using different laser dyes, under dif-
ferent carrier gas pressures etc.), intensities of the spectra of each were
normalized. (b) and (d) Simulations performed using representation of the +E3

1
state resulting from IPA methodology (compare with Table 3), with the help of
(b) LEVEL, and (d) LEVEL and PGOPHER programs, respectively. Simulation
using PGOPHER (d) was performed for all CdKr isotopologues with abundances
larger than 1%, under assumptions: rotational temperature Trot =3K, and
Gauss and Lorentz broadenings = = 0.15G L cm−1.
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potential well [11] (107.36 cm−1 vs. 91.1 cm−1). This indicates, that
the inner well of the +E3

1 – state cannot be properly described by a
single Morse function for the entire range of the observed . This be-
haviour is not surprising considering that the +E3

1 state has two

potential wells and the vicinity of the potential barrier (high ) causes a
perturbation of the Morse-like character of both potential wells (also
compare with B-S plot in Fig. 4). Instead, representation of the +E in

3
1

that is valid for the whole range of observed can be obtained using
e.g. IPA method; it is presented in Section 5.
Fig. 3(a) and (c) presents spectra recorded using the +E in

3
1

=+A 0 , 93 and +E in
3

1 =B 1, 13 transitions in CdKr, respec-
tively while Fig. 3(b) and (d) their simulations. The simulations were
performed using LEVEL [18] and PGOPHER [19] programs (details in
caption of Fig. 3). In both simulations, potential of the +E in

3
1 state was

represented by a result of IPA methodology (compare with Table 3)
whereas representations of the +A 03 and B 13 states were adopted from
[13,11], respectively. For the recorded spectra, the first-step excitation
energies were set to 30706.25 cm−1 and 30715.15 cm−1 for the

= =+B X1, 0 , 03 1
0 and =B 1, 13 =+X , 01

0 transitions,
respectively. Due to a small isotopic shift present in these transitions, all
CdKr isotopologues in the molecular beam were excited to the inter-
mediate state. This is the reason, why in present OODR scheme a
method of “isotopologue-selective excitation” [11] cannot be applied.
However, in the second-step transition, due to high values of in the

+E in
3

1 state, the isotopic structure was partly resolved as can be seen in
Fig. 3 (c).
In the performed simulations only Franck-Condon factors (FCF-s)

were taken into account. Due to the lack of reliable theoretical pre-
dictions, transition dipole moment (TDM) function for the analyzed
transition was not taken into consideration. Despite of this, for both
progressions (i.e. from = 0 and = 1) there is a relatively good
agreement between simulated intensities and these recorded in the
experiment.

5. Inverted perturbation approach applied to the E in
3

1 potential
well

Using the +A 03 as an intermediate state in the OODR scheme allows
reaching of low lying vibrational levels in the +E in

3
1 ( from 0 to 23).

Combining data collected using excitations of the +E in
3

1 via both +A 03 as
well as B 13 states allows more complete analysis of the E in

3
1 . The

experimental spectra are presented in Fig. 3 – traces (a) and (c). Fig. 4
presents B-S plot for the studied E in

3
1 while Table 2 collects fre-

quencies expt of its vibrational levels deduced from experimentally re-
corded =+ +E A, 0 , 9in

3
1

3 and =+E B, 1, 1in
3

1
3 transi-

tions (second column).
To find a suitable representation of the +E in

3
1 potential well IPA

methodology was employed (see program and procedure described by
of Pashov et al. in [20]). To perform IPA calculations, it is necessary to
choose so-called starting potential. The simulation based on the starting
potential should properly describe energies of the significant part of the

Fig. 4. B-S plot drawn for the inner well of the +E3
1 potential in CdKr. The plot

combines data from the + +E A 0in
3

1
3 (for = 0 21, full circles) and

+E B 1in
3

1
3 (for = 22 28, empty circles) transitions (compare spectra

shown in Fig. 3 – traces (a) and (c)). Linear part (red solid line) corresponds to
vibrational constants determined in [11] (compare data with superscript d in
Table 1). For 24, a significant nonlinearity of the plot appears. Size of
points in the plot corresponds to t.heir error bars.

Table 2
Energies of vibrational levels ( expt) of the +E in

3
1 well obtained from LIF

excitation spectra of the =+ +E A, 0 , 9in
3

1
3 and =+E B, 1, 1in

3
1

3

transitions in CdKr compared with the result of simulation ( sim) performed
using LEVEL [18] program. Corresponding experimental spectra are presented
in Fig. 3. In the simulation, the +E in

3
1 representation is based on IPA result of

this work (compare with Table 3). expt and sim are expressed in cm−1.

expt sim expt sim

0 49909.1a 49908.9 0.2
1 49997.2a 49997.1 0.1
2 50082.6a 50081.9 0.7
3 50163.3a 50163.7 –0.4
4 50243.8a 50243.6 0.2
5 50322.3a 50321.9 0.4
6 50398.5a 50398.0 0.5
7 50470.7a 50471.4 –0.7
8 50542.3a 50541.9 0.4
9 50610.3a 50610.0 0.3
10 50676.0a 50675.8 0.2
11 50738.6a 50739.0 –0.4
12 50800.0a 50799.8 0.2
13 50858.4a 50858.3 0.1
14 50914.4a 50914.4 0
15 50967.9a 50967.9 0
16 51018.8a 51018.8 0
17 51067.3a 51067.3 0
18 51113.2a 51113.3 –0.1
19 51156.5a 51156.6 –0.1
20 51197.2a 51197.2 0
21 51235.0a 51235.0 0
22 51269.7b 51270.0 –0.3
23 51302.1b 51302.1 0
24 51331.3b 51331.5 –0.2
25 51357.7b 51357.9 –0.2
26 51380.8b 51381.0 –0.2
27 51399.8b 51400.0 –0.2
28 51413.8b 51413.7 0.1

a Based on the =+E A, 0 , 9in
3 transitions.

b Based on the =E B, 1, 1in
3 transitions.

Table 3
Pointwise representation of the inner potential well of the +E s s S(5 6 )3

1
3

1 state in
CdKr obtained using IPA methodology.

R [Å] Energy [cm−1] R [Å] Energy [cm−1]

2 97785.56 3.5 50494.12
2.1 80356.92 3.6 50635.25
2.2 68877.28 3.7 50762.83
2.3 61403.47 3.8 50878.59
2.4 56612.65 3.9 50976.80
2.5 53610.26 4 51062.38
2.6 51775.69 4.2 51194.49
2.7 50723.93 4.4 51283.57
2.8 50166.37 4.6 51344.54
2.9 49920.60 4.8 51382.57
3 49864.06 5 51400.58
3.1 49922.98 5.1 51402.65
3.2 50039.54 5.15 51411.42
3.3 50181.35 5.2 51415.55
3.4 50342.67
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observed vibrational components (assuming that in the experimental
spectrum only vibrational structure is resolved).
Often, as the starting potential, a Morse function that e.g., properly

reproduces energies of levels near the bottom of the potential well, is
used. Parameters of the starting Morse potential can be derived using B-
S plot. Here, we used a Morse representation of the +E in

3
1 from [11]

(see data with footnote d in Table 1). The (R, Energy) points obtained
from the executed IPA procedure are collected in Table 3 (compare with
Fig. 7 – green full circles and solid line), while in Table 2 the corre-
sponding sim obtained using IPA outcome are collected for comparison
(third column). As can be seen, | |expt sim are smaller than 1 cm−1.

6. Vibrational structure of the +E B 1out
3

1
3 transition

Experimental frequencies expt of vibrational components of
the +E B 1out

3
1

3 transition in CdKr are collected in Table 4 (second
column), while the recorded experimental spectra associated with the

transitions are presented in Fig. 5 (red traces).
It is apparent that with increasing the number of recorded vi-

brational transitions increases from 3 (for = 0) up to 18 (for = 6).
B-S plot for the progression originated from = 6 is shown in Fig. 6.
From a distinct nonlinearity present in the plot, a straightforward
conclusion can be drawn that +E out

3
1 cannot be represented by a single

Morse function as well. Consequently, as in the analysis of the +E in
3

1 ,
we employed IPA methodology to find a representation of the +E out

3
1 .

In the analyzed case, B-S plot can be divided into two regions with

Table 4
Transition frequencies expt recorded in LIF excitation spectra using the

=+E s s S B s p P(5 6 ), 1(5 5 ), 0, 1, 4, 6out
3

1
3

1
3 3

1 transitions in CdKr com-
pared with the result of simulation ( sim) performed using LEVEL [18] program.
In the simulation, representation of the B 13 -state potential was adopted from
[13], whereas the +E out

3
1 well representation is based on IPA result of this work

(compare with Table 5). expt and sim expressed in cm−1.

expt sim expt sim

= 0
1 20867.7 20867.7 0.0
2 20870.6 20870.4 0.2
3 20873.4 20873.4 0.0

= 1
1 20858.5 20858.3 0.2
2 20861.1 20861.0 0.1
3 20863.8 20864.0 –0.2
4 20866.8 20867.0 –0.2
5 20870.0 20870.0 0.0
6 20873.0 20873.0 0.0
7 20876.2 20876.0 0.2
8 20879.3 20878.9 0.4

= 4
0 20839.4 20839.1 0.3
1 20842.7 20842.8 –0.1
2 20845.5 20845.5 0.0
3 20848.3 20848.5 –0.2
4 20851.5 20851.5 0.0
5 20854.3 20854.5 –0.2
6 20857.4 20857.5 –0.1
7 20860.5 20860.5 0.0
8 20863.5 20863.4 0.1
9 20866.2 20866.3 –0.1
10 20869.2 20869.0 0.2

= 6
0 20832.4 20832.1 0.3
1 20835.7 20835.8 –0.1
2 20838.6 20838.5 0.1
3 20841.4 20841.5 –0.1
4 20844.2 20844.5 –0.3
5 20847.4 20847.5 –0.1
6 20850.3 20850.5 –0.2
7 20853.4 20853.5 –0.1
8 20856.4 20856.4 0.0
9 20859.0 20859.3 –0.3
10 20861.9 20862.0 –0.1
11 20864.6 20864.6 0.0
12 20866.8 20867.0 –0.2
13 20869.0 20869.1 –0.1
14 20870.9 20870.9 0.0
15 20872.6 20872.6 0.0
16 20874.2 20874.4 –0.2
17 20875.4 20876.1 –0.7

Fig. 5. Experimental spectra (red traces) of vibrational progressions of the
+E B, 1,out

3
1

3 transition in CdKr originating from a) = 0, b) = 1, c)
= 4 and d) = 6. Simulations of the spectra (black traces) were performed

using LEVEL [18] and PGOPHER [19] programs assuming the B 13 and +E out
3

1 –
state representations from [13] and IPA method (see Table 5), respectively, for
all CdKr isotopologues with abundances larger than 1%, under assumptions:
Trot=3K, = = 0.15G L cm−1. Simulations of the +E B 1in

3
1

3 spectra are
shown (blue traces) for a) = 0, b) = 1, c) = 4 and d) = 6.
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respect to G values. In each – region considered separately, B-S plot
is linear. In region a, which encompasses + 1 from 1 to 10, the linear
fit gives = ±(3.09 0.14)e cm−1 and = ±x (0.012 0.012)e e cm−1 and it
is almost parallel to the horizontal axis (small xe e). Moreover, the
rounded value of xe e equals its error resulting in a conclusion that a
Morse representation of the +E out

3
1 well near its bottom is not reliable,

and cannot be used as a starting potential in IPA procedure. In region b,
which encompasses + 1 from 10 to 17, the linear fit results in

= ±(5.14 0.23)e cm−1 and = ±x (0.115 0.009)e e cm−1.
Consequently, a Morse potential with these vibrational constants and
the equilibrium distance Re out from [10] was used as the starting one.
The (R, Energy) points resulting from IPA procedure are collected in
Table 5. The +E B, 1,out

3
1

3 transition frequencies ( )sim that were
simulated using LEVEL [18], based on the IPA outcome as well as their
comparison with experimental frequencies ( )expt are presented in
Table 4.
Simulations of vibrational components of the +E B 1out

3
1

3

transition performed using LEVEL[18] and PGOPHER [19] programs
are shown in Fig. 5a)–d) (black traces). In the simulations, we assumed
that the IPA result represented the +E out

3
1 while representation of the

B 13 state was adopted from [13]. Also, to obtain an agreement with
experimental spectra, during the simulation intensities of vibrational
components were assumed to have arbitrary values. Without this

assumption, the simulated intensities of components were not
accurate, especially for progressions originating from = 0 and = 1.
The reason for the disagreement is the fact that the simulations do not
include TDM function which is unknown for this transition. Moreover,
as stated above, potential energy curve for the B 13 state is complex as it
possesses a double-well structure [13]. Even small changes in its shape
would have a significant impact on the shapes of -level wavefunctions
and, consequently, on intensities of transitions.

7. Discussion and conclusions

In this article we presented comprehensive spectroscopic study of
CdKr complex in its Rydberg electronic energy state +E s s(5 63

1 S )3
1 using

OODR process from the ground +X s S(5 )1
0

2 1
0 state via the intermediate

+A 03 s p P(5 5 )3
1 or B s p P1(5 5 )3 3

1 states. Detection of the
+ +E A, 0 ,3
1

3 and +E B, 1,3
1

3 transition frequencies with
higher accuracy and using spectrally narrower laser extended previous
analyses and simulations of LIF excitation spectra.
In case of the inner (deeper) potential well ( +E in

3
1 ), the highest

observed vibrational transition was terminating at = 28 (it was ob-
served for all studied transitions, originated from = 0, 1, 4, 6 levels
of the B 13 state). We found that in the region from = 21 up to = 27,
the inner potential well can be represented with a Morse function,
however its parameters are different from parameters of a Morse
function that represents the inner potential well near its bottom (details
in Table 1). We also proposed the pointwise representation of the entire
inner potential well obtained using IPA methodology (see Table 3),
which properly describes +E in

3
1 for the whole range of the observed

transitions i.e., from = 0 to = 28.
The most important observation related to the outer (shallower)

potential well +E( )out
3

1 was the number of vibrational components re-
corded in the =+E B, 1, 6out

3
1

3 transition. In the spectrum we
identified 18 components (i.e., up to = 17), whereas in [7] only 7
vibrational transitions were observed (i.e., up to = 6). New experi-
mental data indicate that the depth of the outer well is significantly
larger ( =D 71e out cm−1) than those determined in previous analyses
( =D 25e out cm−1[7] and =D 16e out cm−1[21]).

Fig. 6. B-S plot drawn for the outer well of the +E3
1 potential in CdKr. The plot

is based on the =+E B, 1, 6out
3

1
3 transition, reveals a distinct non-

linearity and can be divided into two regions with linear dependency encom-
passing: a) + 1 from 1 to 10 (black empty circles) and b) + 1 from 10 to 17
(red full circles) with different parameters of linear fits (see text).

Table 5
Pointwise representation of the outer potential
well of the +E s s S(5 6 )3

1
3

1 state in CdKr obtained
using IPA methodology.

R [Å] Energy [cm−1]

5.29 51494.32
5.35 51470.48
5.47 51442.41
5.60 51431.92
6.10 51414.73
6.75 51416.12
7.55 51419.38
8.55 51428.04
9.55 51440.70
10.55 51450.40
11.55 51454.72
13.05 51463.85
15.05 51472.13
19.05 51483.00

Fig. 7. Comparison of different representations of the +E s s S(5 6 )3
1

3
1 – state

interatomic potential in CdKr with inset showing details of the outer potential
well, +E out

3
1 . The comparison includes: new ab initio calculated potential [22]

(blue full circles and solid line); a Morse representation of the +E in
3

1 obtained
using B-S plot analysis for from 21 up to 27 (red solid line, see also Table 1),
part of this representation that is not valid is also shown (red dashed line);
result of IPA for the +E in

3
1 (green full circles and solid line, see also Table 3);

result of IPA for the +E out
3

1 (red full circles and solid line, see also Table 5); ab
initio calculated potential from [21] (black empty circles and solid line). Ranges
of analysed in this work for the inner and outer potential wells are shown
with grey rectangles.
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Fig. 7 presents a comparison between different representations of
the +E3

1 – state potential in CdKr. The results of this work: a Morse
representation for the +E in

3
1 (red solid line) and result of IPA metho-

dology applied to the +E in
3

1 (green full circles and solid line) and
+E out

3
1 (red full circles and solid line) are compared with the result of

newly performed ab initio calculations (blue full circles and solid line)
[22] and previously ab initio calculated potential (black empty circles
and solid line) [21].
Result of new ab initio calculations from our laboratory [22] predicts

maximum of the +E3
1 -state potential barrier located at the energy

51459 cm−1 i.e., 25 cm−1 below the dissociation limit (51484 cm−1)
which is significantly different as compared with the result of previous
ab initio calculations [21] where the barrier at 51554 cm−1 i.e.,
70 cm−1 above the dissociation limit was determined. The prediction of
new ab initio calculations [22] is in much better agreement with shapes
of potential representations obtained in this work. Here, from the re-
corded spectra we are not able to suggest the shape of the +E3

1 – state
potential near the barrier as we do not have sufficient data. However,
the highest observed in the =+E B, 1, 6out

3
1

3 progression (i.e.,
= 17) has energy 51462 cm−1 which is 3 cm−1 above the position of

the barrier predicted in new ab initio calculations. This may indicate
that the actual energy of the barrier is somewhat higher. In the spec-
trum recorded using the =+ +E B , 6out

3
1

3
1 transition (see Fig. 5d)

one can see a broad unresolved band spanning from approx.
20878 cm−1 up to 20900 cm−1 which corresponds to the energies from
51462 cm−1 to 51483 cm−1 in the +E3

1 state. There is a hypothesis,
that this band is associated with vibrational transitions to a group of
closely located in the +E3

1 state above the potential barrier and
bellow the dissociation limit.
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